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A bstract
TENSOR PRODUCTS
OF PARTIAL ALGEBRAS
M . MONSERRA,r, F . ROSSFLLÓ1 AND .) . TORRDNS
In this paper we introduce tlte tensor product of l artial algebras
w.r .C . a gttasi-printitive class of partial algebras, and we prove
sorna of its main properties . This construction generalizas Che
svell-known tensor product of total algebras w.r .t . varieties .
t Partially supported by UPC PR901A .
To Pere Mercal, i?a rnemoriam
In [Fra], the tensor product on a, variety is introduced, and its rrtain
properties are studied in [Gal] .
The ma,in goal of this paper is to show the existente of the tensor
product of two partial algebras with respect to a class of partial alge-
bras (of the sarne type) closed under isomorphic images, direct products
and closed subalgebras . Then, the a,forernentioned tensor product on a
variety becomes a special case of our construction .
Moreover, we prove that one of the rrtain properties of the tensor prod-
uct on a variety (Thm . 3 in [Gal]) still holds for tensor products of partial
algebras . Finally, we use soma general results from [BMRRT] to give
explicit computations of Che tensor product w.r .t . a class M when such
M is either the class of all weak subalgebras of algebras in a variety K,
or the class of al] partial algebras which satisfy weakly the equational
theory of a variety K.
Our interest in tensor products (for partial algebras) sterris from Che
study of the behaviovir under it of some constructions and properties
for termal algebras (algebraic models for systems of inference roles on
incompleta data; sea [BR] for a recent survey) . We will report on this
Copie elsewhere .
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In this section we gather some definitions and results which shall be
used in this paper. For any other terminology not introduced in this
section we refer the reader to [Bur] (for partial algebras) and [BuS] (for
total algebras) .
Definition 1 . Let M be a non-empty class of partial algebras of the
same type .
a) M is quasi-primitive iff it is closed under isomorplúc images,
closed subalgebras and direct products .
b) M is weakly quasi-primitive iff it is closed under isomorphic
images, weak subalgebras and direct products .
For instante, if K is a variety of total algebras ; then K is quasi-
primitive, while the classes
W(K) ={A 1 A is isomorphic to a weak subalgebra of an algebra in K}
and
1 . Preliminaries
E(K) = {A 1 A ~--, Egx(K)}
(where Hti, denotes "weak satisfaction" in the sense of, for instante,
[Ru], and Egx(K) denotes the equational theory of K over a (countably
infinite) set of variables X) are weakly quasi-primitive . 4Ve shall call
them the weak subalgebras class and the weak equational class of
K, respectively.
The following result, due to J. Schmidt (see [Sch]) states that quasi-
primitive classes admit "universal solutions" .
Theorem 1 . Let A be an arbitrary partial algebra and M a quasi-
primitive class of algebras of the same type . Then there exists an algebra
B E M and a homomorphism h : A -> B satisfying the following uni-
versal property :
for any C E M and any homomorphism g : A -> C there exists a
unique homomorphism g : B --> C such that g = gh:
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It follows that such a homornorphism h. : A B is unique up to
isomorphism .
Definition 2. A homornorphism h : A --> B, with B E M, satisfying
the universal property of the last theorem is called an AI-reflection of
A.
As a byproduct of some results in [BMRRT] it turras out that such
ara Ad-reflection can be explicitly computed for AJ a variety; the weak
subalgebras class of a variety and the weak equational class of a variety ;
respectively. hor the conveniente of the reader, we recall llere (without
proofs) the corresponding results .
Let us fix henceforth a countably infinite set of variables X, and let
T),(X) be the set of ternes of type .F over X .
Theorem 2. Let A = (A, (fA)fE I-) be a partial algebra of type F =
(F, 91) . Let K be a variety of total algebras of type .F and let E = Ecix(K)
be the equational theory of K mr.t . X. Let llll = E(K) be the weak
equational class of K .
Consider the congruente ora A
BA,M = BA,A1
e x
i>0
zvhere BA'mr , i > 0, are defined recurrently as follows: 00 ,Al = idA and
(a e) (a c ) (c b) ; (c b ) E
OA,NI
1 1 . . , 7n Tr+. 1 . i 1 . . . . TrL, 7n i
P1, P2, ql, q2 E T.F(X) such that pl 'zd P2, ql ^ q2 E E,
(a,, . . . , ano) E dorrl PA and pA(al, . . . , a,.,j = a,
(bl, . . , b,n) E done ql and gA(bl, . . . , b,n) = b,
(el, . . . , Crrt) E dom P2 n dorn q2 and
P2
(Cl . . . .
, Grn) = q2 (el) . . , Can)
Then the natural homomorphism nato, : A --> A/BA,n4 is ara M-reflection
of A.
Theorem 3 . Let A = (A, (fA) fEr), K and E be as in the previous
theorem. Let M = W(K) be the weak subalgebras class of K . Let i
A --> F(A) be the free completion ofA (see [Bur 1.5.4]) and let F(A)
be the carrier of F(A) .
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Consider the congruente on F(A)
with 0F(A),K, i > 0, defned recurrently as follows : 0 (A),K = idA and
F(al, cl), . . . , (am, cm), (Cl, bl), . . . , (Cm, bm) E 0t
(A),K
Pi, P2,ql,q2 E TF(X) such that pl 'Zz! P2, ql ^ q2 E £
Pl(A) (al, . . . , a,,) =a, ql(A) (bl, . . , b,n) = b,
P2 (A)
(el F(A) (Cl, . . . , Cm,),
. . .
, Crn) = q2
Then
i) The homomorphism
is a K-reflection of A.
ü) Let Bw ,M = Bé(A),K f1 A2 . Then the natural homomorphism
is an M-reflection of A.
BP(A),K =
BF(A),K
¡>o
nato, oí : A -> F(A)/0F(A),K
nato_ : A -> Alo~,M
2 . Tensor products
Let us start by introducing the notions of bihomomorphism and tensor
product
Definition 3. Civen partial algebras A = (A, (fA) fEF),
B = (B, (fB )fEF) and C = (C, (f° ) fEF) of some type a biho
momorphism of A x B into C is a mapping h, : A x B C such
that
- for any b E B, h(-, b) : A -> C is a homomorphism frorrl A into
C, and
- for any a E A, h(a, -) : B C is a homomorphism from B into
C.
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In other words,
a) If f E F with rl(f) = 0 and dom fA =~ 0 then dom fc 9~ 0 too, and
for anybEB
h(fA, b) = fc
b) If f E F with 97(f) > 0 and (a,,. a,7 (f)) E dom fA for some
f E F then for any b E B
and in that case
(h(al , b), . . . , h(aj(f), b)) E dom f
c
fc (h(ai, b), . . , h(an(f) , b)) = h(fA(al . . . . 3an(f))~ b)
c) Similar statements hold interchanging the róles of B and A.
Definition 4 . Let A and B be two similar partial algebras and let
M be a class of algebras of the same type . Assume that there exists a
partial algebra T of the same type such that
(i) TE M
(ii) There exists a bihomomorphism 7r : A x B -> T
(iii) Given any bihomomorphism h : A x B -> C into some C E M,
there exists a unique homomorphism h : T -> C such that h7r = h
AxB i T
h,
C
Then .we shall call such a T a tensor product of A and B w.r.t .
Al (or AI-tensor product of A and B) .
Notice that an algebra, satisfying the properties above is unique up to
isomorphism, so henceforth we shall talk about the AI-tensor product of
A and B, and we shall denote it by A (DA,, B . Moreover, we sliall call
the bihomomorphism 7r the tensor bihomomorphism .
Examples .
1) If A and B are discrete algebras, then their tensor product w.r .t .
the class of * all partial algebras of the same type is the discrete algebra
over the cartesian product of their carriers .
2) If AI is a variety of total algebras and A, B E M, then A ®n,,, B can
be taken as the tensor producton a variety as defined in [Fral .
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3) Let F = {fo , fi} with 77(fo) = 0 and 97(f i ) = 1 . Consider the partial
algebras of type (F, 97) A = ({al , a2}, foA, fA) and B = ({ b l , b2}, .fo , fi')
given by
B :
fB
.fó
It is not difficult to check that the tensor product of A and B w.r .t .
the class M = {A, B} does not exist .
This last example shows that, in general, given arbitrary partial alge-
bras A and B and class M, such NI-tensor product need not exist, even
if A, B E 117 . Our main goal is to prove that if M is quasi-primitive then
A (qnr B always exists .
Let A = (A, (f')fEF) and B = (B, (f')fEF) be two partial alge-
bras of type F = (F, 7l) . Let us consider a partial algebra A x B =
(A_X B, (fAxB)fEF) with carrier set
A x B = A x B U {f((a l , b), . . . , (a j (f), b)) 1 f E F,
(a,, . . . , aO(f)) E dom fA , b E B}
U {f((a, bi), . . . , (a, bn(f))) 1 f E F;
(bi, . . . , bn(f) ) E dom fB, a E A}
U {f 1 f E F, 7l(f)=0
and either dom fA or dom fB are non-empty}
(so, A x B is a subset of the set TF (A x B) of terms of type .F over
A x B) and operations fAxB , f E F, defined by
- If 71(f) = 0 then dom fAx B 0 iff either dom fA or dom fB are
non-empty, and in that case fAxB = f E A x B
- If 9j (f) > 0 then
dom fAxB= {((ai, b), . . . . , (an(f) , b))1(a,, . . . , an(f)) Edom fA, b E B}
U {((a, b l ), . .-. , (a, bn(f))) I (b,,.b,,(f)) E dom fB , a E A}
and if ((al, b), . . . , (an(f), b)) E dom fAxB then
fAxB((al,
b), . . . , ( an(f) , b)) = f((al, b), . . . , (an(f)7 b))
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while if ((a, bl), . . . , (a, b,,(f))) E dom
fAxB then
fAXB((a bl ) . . . , (a, b,(f))) = f((a, bj), . . . , (a, b,(f)))
In other words, A x B is the relative subalgebra of the algebra T.F(Ax
B) of terms of type .F over A x B, the carrier set of which is the set A x B
defined above .
Now consider en A x B the following relation
eo ={ (f «al, b), . . , (a ,7(f) , b)), (fA(al, . . . , a,,(f)) , b)) I
f E F, (al, . . . , an(f)) E dom fA, b E B)}
" «f((a, b l ), . . . , (a, bn(f))) , (a, f'(b,, . . . , b,(f))))
f E F, (b1, . . . ,b,,(f)) E dom fB, a E A)}
U«(fA,b),f) I f E F, 77(f)=0, fA EA, bEB}
U{((a,fB),f) I f E F, 77 (f) =0, fB E B, aEA}
and let B be the least congruente en Á x B containing e0 . Set
A®B=A x Blo
Lemma 4. A ® B is the tensor product ofA and B w.r. t. the class
of all partial algebras of type F .
Proof.. Let us check that such A ®B satisfies conditions (i)-(iii) in the
definition of tensor product w.r .t . the class of all partial algebras of the
given type .
(i) A ® B is a partial algebra of type .F by definition .
(ii) The mapping 7r : A x B -> A ® B given by 7r(a, b) = [(a, b)] (the
equivalente class of (a, b) with respect te B) for any a E A, b E B is a
bihomomorphism .
Indeed, let (a,, . . . , a,,(f)) E dom fA and b E B . Then
Uai, b), . . . ) (a?7(f) , b)) E dom
fAxB
(by construction) and thus
(7r(ai, b), . . . ,7r(a,7(f), b)) = ([(al, b)], . . . , [(a,,(f) , b)l) E dom
fAOB
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by the definition of the quotient algebra . Moreover,
7r(fA(a,, . . . , a,,(f)) , b) _ [(f'(a,, . . , an(f)), b)) =
_ j((ar, b), . . , (an(f), b))] _
= lfA®B([((al, b)], . . . , [(a~,(f) , b)]) _
= fA®B(7r(ar,b), . . . ,7r(a,(f)5b))
One proves in a similar way that if (b,.; bn(f)) E dom fB and a E A
then
and
(7r(a, b,),., -ff (a, b,,(f))) E dom
fAOB
7r(a, fB (bi1 . . . , bn(f))) = fA®B(n(a, bi), . . . , -ff (a, b,,(J)))
To check the bihomomorphism condition for the O-ary operations is
straightforward .
(iii) Now, let g : A x B -> C be any bihomomorphism . First of all,
we see that it can be extended in a unique way to a homomorphism
g : A x B ---> C . Indeed ; consider the mapping g : A x B -> C given by
g(a, b) = g(a, b) if a E A; b E B
9(f«al, (a,)(f)- b))) = g(fA(ar, . . . , a,7(f)) , b)
if f E F, (a,,., a,7 (f)) E dom fA ; b E B
9(f((a, bl ), . . . , (a, b,,(f)))) = g(a, f'(br ; . . . ; b,,(f)))
if f E F; (b,,., b,(f )) E dom fB, a E A
j(f) =fC iffEF,r7(f)=0, fEAxB
n(f)
(Notice that, since g is a bihomomorphism, if f E F, (a a) E
r(J)
dom fA and b. 1 6) E dom fs then (g(a, b), . . . , g(a, b)) E dom fC
and
g(fA(a, . . . , a), b) = fC(g(a, b), _ . . , g(a, b)) = .9(a, f'(b, . . . , b)) :
and that if f is a O-ary operation symbol such that f E A x B then either
dom fA or dom f$ are non-empty, and it implies that dorn fC 0 0 too,
again because g is a bihomomorphism.)
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It is not difficult to prove that g is a hornomorphism from A x B into
C . For instante, we check below the case of ((al, b), . . . , (a,j (f), b)) E
dora fAxs, leaving the remaining ones to the reader .
If ((al , b), . . . , (a, j (f) 1 b)) E dom fA,13 then (a,,.a,](f)) E dorn fA
and thus, since g is a bihomomorphism, (g(a l , b), . . . , g(a,,(f), b))E dom f
and
9(f
AxB
((al., b), . . . , (a,(f) , b))) = 9(f«al , b), . . . , (av(f) , b)))
= g(fA(al . . . . ; an(f)) , b)
= fC(g(al, b), . . . , .q(a,,(f), b))
= fC(9(ai, b), . . . , 9(an(f) , b))
It is also obvious that such a g extending g is unique . Finally, it is
straightforward from the definition that 00 C_ ker bb . So it induces a
unique homornorphism g : A ® B - C which makes the diagram
to commute .
AxB 7 A®B
g
C
This lemma allows us Lo prove that the tensor product w.r .t . quasi-
primitive classes always exists, using Schmidt's theorem .
Theorem 5. Let A and B be two parcial algebras of type .'F and let
M be a quasi-primitive class of partial algebras of type F. Let A ® B be
defined as before and let, h, : A® B -> D be an M-reflection of A ® B .
Then D is the M-tensor product of A arad B .
Proof.- Let h : A ® B -> D be a,n A7-reflection of A ® B. Then on
one hand h7r : A x B -> D is a bihomomorphism and D E AL So we
only have to check that h7r satisfies che universal property (iii) in the
definition of AI-tensor product .
Let g : A x B --> C be any bihomomorphism into an algebra C E Al .
By che previous lemma, there exists a unique homomorpl -iism g : A®B ->
C making cominutative the following diagram
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by Thm. 3.(i) .
A x B 7r5 AOB
C
Now, by the universal property of M-reflections (see Theorem 1) there
exists a unique g : D -> C making commutative the diagrain
AxB - > AOBh) D
9
C
From this last diagram we get that there exists a homomorphism from
D into C ; namely g, such that g = gh7r .
On the other side, it is not difficult to check (from the "uniqueness',
of g given g, and of g given b) that q is the unique homomorphism with
this property . This ends the proof .
Examples. Let A and B be two partial algebras of type .F, let A (D B
be as defined above and let AO B be the carrier set of A OB.
1) The free completion F(A ® B) of A O B is the tensor product of
A and B w.r .t . the class of all total algebras of type F.
2) Let K be a variety of total algebras of type F. Let BF(AOB),K be
the congruente on F(A O B) introduced in Thm . 3 . Then
A Ox B - F(A (9 B)/Or(A®B),x
3) Let M = W(K), with K as before, and let BA®B,n1
(A (9 B)2 . Then
A OW(x) B _ A (9 B/aA®B,M
by Thm. 3.(ii) .
4) Let M = E(K), with K as before, and let BA®B,°l be the congru-
ence on A O B introduced in Thm. 2 . Then
A OE(x) B - A 0 B/BA®B.Ní
_ eF(A®B),K n
by Thm . 2 .
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5) More in general, Prop . 4 in [BMRRT] implies that if M is a weakly
quasi-primitive class of partial algebras then A®MB is isornorphic to the
quotient of A ® B by the least congruente on it such that the quotient
belongs to M .
Let now A, B be two partial algebras of type Y and let Mi C 11/12 be
two quasi-primitive classes of partial algebras of the same type . Since
A ®M, B E Ml C_ M2, there exists a (unique) homomorphism h, : A ®M2
B -> A ®M, B making the following diagram
'ír2AxB --% A®M2 B
A ®nr, B
to commute (where 7r l and 72 denote the corresponding tensor bihomo-
morphisms) .
Proposition 6. With these notations, h : A ®M2 B ---> A ®M, B is
an Ml-refection.
Proof. Let C E Ml and let g : A ®M2 B -> C be a homomorphism .
Then g7F2 : A x B -> C is a bihomomorphism, and therefore there exists
a unique homomorphism ~l : A ®M, B --> C which makes the following
diagram to commute
C
Since 7rl = h7r2, we get that both g and gh make commutative the
diagram
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' AxB '7r2 1Aom,B
972
C
and thus, since C E Mi C M2, by the universal property of the tensor
product w.r .t . M2 we get g = gh
A ®Af, B A &m, B
C
On the other hand, it is not difficult to prove that such a g with g = gh
has to be unique . This shows that h : AOm, B --> A ®M, B satisfles the
conditions of Ml-reflections .
Remark. This result generalices Thm. 3 in [Gall to the partial case .
A similar result was also proved in [Gril taking A and B commutative
semigroups, M2 the variety of all semigroups and 11/11 the subvariety of
all commutative semigroups .
As a particular case of the last Proposition, if K is a variety then the
inclusion
W (K) C E(K)
implies that there are natural mappings
A ® B ~ A ®C(K) B - A OW(K) B
which are in fact reflections w.r .t . the corresponding classes . In general,
all there tensor products are different (Le . non-isomorphic), even for
A, B E W(K), as the following example shows .
Example . Let F = {f,, 1 n E X+} and «fn) = 1 for all n . Let K be
the variety of all total algebras of type (F, 97) satisfying all equations
f, ( . . . (f,~,> (x)) . . . ) r^'v f.] ( . . . (f L, (x)) - . . ), n 1 -1- . . .+np = mi.+ . . .+mq
Let E(K) and W (K) be the equational class and the weak subalgebras
class of K. It turns out that E(K) 7~ W(K) . (Actually, the class E(K)
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can be identified with the class of all monounary termal algebras, and
W(K) with the class of all consistent monounary termal algebras ; see for
instance [BR], where in particular it is showed that these two classes are
different .)
Let A, B E W(K) be the (F, 91)-pa,rtial algebras given by the diagram
B
Notice that both A, B E W (K) .
Applying the "recipes" in the examples after Thm. 5 it is not difficult
to prove that
a) A ® B is given by the diagram (where, for simplicity, we skip the
operations' superscripts and we use a single arrow to denote several op-
erations if they give the same result)
al f3, f4, a2
fl, f2 fl, f2
ce3 f3, f4 a4
with the tensor homomorphism 7r : A x B -> A ® B given by
7r(al, bl) = al,7r(al., b2) = a2,7r(a2, bl) = a3, 7r(a2, b2)
Notice that A ® B ¢ E(K) .
b) A ®E(K) B is given by the diagram
21 fl,f2>(32
f3, f\ If3, f4
fl, f2
with the tensor homomorphism 7r : A x B --> A ®E(K) B given by
7r(al,b1) = Nl, 7r(al,b2) = ~3 2, 7r(a2,b1) = 7r(a2,b2) = R3-
It is not difficult to check that A® E(K) B 0 W(K).
= a4 .
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c) A ®W(K) B is given by the diagram
yl
`y2
fl, f2, f3, f4
with the tensor homomorphism 7r : A x B -> A ®w(K) B given by
7r(al,bl) = -%1,ir(a2,bl) = 7r(al ;b2) = 7r(a2,b2) = 73-
In particular, from this example (and with the notations of [BR]) we
deduce that the tensor product of consistent termal algebras w.r .t . the
class of termal algebras of the same type need not be consistent .
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